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Consultation Projects in 6
countries in the MENA Region

70+
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Transforming businesses
with top-notch HCM services
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Our Mission

Our Story 
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Empowering businesses and individuals to reach

their full potential through full-fledged human capital

management solutions.

Since 2008 Rawaj HCM has been at the forefront of the

people industry in the Region, Providing top-notch

Human Capital Management solutions to companies 

and individuals, we drive performance and bring about

exceptional results through our personalized and

consultative approach.
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Value Proposition



Our Value Proposition

When you work with us, you are
working with a trusted partner,
NOT a third-party provider.

Our team of experts, combined
with cutting-edge technology,
creates a unique and unbeatable
combination.

We understand your industry
inside out and assure you that we
have hands-on expertise.

Our solutions are designed to 
simplify everything,putting 
everything you need in one place

We use advanced technology and
AI to source and assess
candidates, resulting in higher-
quality hires.

we are not virtual, we are on the
ground, ready to assist you and 
your in-country team members at 
any time.

Reliable Partnership

Expertise & World-
Class Technology

We Speak your Language

On-Ground Presence

Full-Fledged
Solutions Mixed with
AI:

Tools driven by science
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Elevating Your
Talent Search
to Global Network



Executive Search
Finding the right leader is crucial to the success of

any organization. At Rawaj HCM, we understand

this and are dedicated to providing the best

possible executive search services. We believe in

defining success by jobs and identifying the best

fit for your organization.

Our assessments provide a comprehensive view of

a candidate's skills and abilities. From business

expertise to leadership abilities, cultural fit, and

growth potential, we have got you covered. With

Rawaj, you can rest assured that you're getting 
the best talent.

Leadership Development:
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Rawaj HCM team comes with a wealth of corporate experience

that is diverse and broad. We map existing processes, assess

gaps and ultimately bridge the gaps.

 

We also have the skill to design solutions and assist/guide your

teams implement them, track development, and measure

success criteria.

HR Consultation

Organizational Development Consulting

Formulating policies and procedures

Structuring salaries and wages

Governance and compliance
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Recruitment &
Outsourcing Services
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Recruitment & Outsourcing Services 
Our business models provide cost-effective and efficient management of HR functions, driving benefits in

quality, service, and scalability.
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We enable hybrid workplaces and support businesses

making the move their back offices to Egypt with full

HR services support.

Tech talent is in high demand, and competition
for the best candidates is fierce.

Our team has the expertise in hiring large numbers of

individuals from various specializations and job levels

with a success rate exceeding 95%.

Digital Recruitment Hub 

Tech Hiring

Hiring Campigns
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Lean Hiring
Process Engineering



Lean Hiring Process Engineering
We assure a hassle-free hiring process 

Stay organized and make data-driven decisions with our user-friendly platform.

Our lean hiring model powered by cutting-edge technology ensures that you can quickly and efficiently

manage your candidates from application to hiring.

Efficient 
and streamlined

recruitment process

Mobile-friendly
platform for on-the-go

recruitment

Customizable
career site and job
postings to attract

top talent

Seamless
integration with

other HR tools and
systems

Advanced 
candidate

management system
with automated
communication

Recruiter-
friendly interface

for easy navigation
and management

of recruitment
pipeline

Powerful 
analytics and

reporting to optimize
hiring strategies
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Assessment Center



Talent Assessment Center
Convert your talent management system from good to great.

At Rawaj-HCM, we understand that having a comprehensive understanding of your workforce is crucial for

your business to succeed. That’s why we have developed our Talent Assessment Center to help you make

data-driven decisions and achieve optimal results.

Increase
performance,

engagement and
Motivation by

understanding
your people Job Fitting

Assessment to 
avoid poor selection

process

Filling your 
ranks with top

performers takes
diligence.

Need staff
development plans
based on science 

Solidify your
succession plan
with Talassure
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Assessment
based training 



DNA Sales Program

 Our
Journey

Our DNA Sales Empowerment Program is a 4-in-1 solution designed to empower your salesforce and drive

revenue growth for your business.

we are taking your Salesforce into a very interesting journey

Sales
Assessment
Milestone: 

Diagnosis Milestone: Coaching &
Development
Milestone:

Continuous
Improvement
Milestone:

Meeting the stakeholder and
sales peers to form a 360
outlook on the business and
sales challenges

Check if they have DNA for sales
Personality/qualities and skills

Our program concludes
regular sales audit reviews

Tailored industry - specific
Sales L&D Programs
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Jesr
Talent Factory



Jesr- Talent Factory

 provides a variety of skill-building opportunities, including indus
 specific training, workshops, simulation and job-shadowing

Increase their corporate readiness & Engagement

 identify the talents’ strengths, career interests, leadership potential and cognitive abilities.

Jesr is a socially responsible talent development solution that bridges the employment-educational gap.

Through Jesr, we take your future hires into very interesting journey

1. Career Pathway مسار :

2. Empowerment Path تمكين :
 

3. Hiring Phase تعيين :

Return on
Investment

(ROI)

Invest in the best

Increase employee
satisfaction & Improve

job performance

Talent Evolution
outcomes

Corporate Loyalty

Reducing turnover &
increasing retention
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CLIENTS



Our CLIENTS
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Contact Us
+966 55 159 4499
+966 55 319 4499
+966 55 239 4499

lnfo@rawaj-hcm.com

KSA: Digital City, Building WH14,3rd floor, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Egypt: Zahraa Maadi St., Ryhana Residence Building Gate B-3, 3rd Floor, Office no. 7, Cairo Governorate ,Egypt


